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Lesson One: The Roots of Agriculture 

Grade Level: 4th Grade  

Time: 30 - 45 minutes 

Essential Question:  How can we be stewards of Wyoming’s 
agriculture to benefit current and future generations? 

 Objectives: Students will: 
• Learn the definition of stewardship.   
• Understand the history of agriculture in Wyoming and 

how it (positively or negatively) impacts the state today. 
 
Purpose: Students learn about stewardship through the history 
of agriculture in Wyoming. 
 
Required Materials/Resources: 

• The “Roots of Agriculture” text (one per student) - 
(Sources: 1- 10) 

• Stewardship poster 
• Sticky notes (two per student) 
• Chart paper 

 
Suggested Teacher Preparation:  

• Read “The Roots of Agriculture” text 
• Display the Stewardship poster 
• Prepare the T-chart (see example included at end of 

lesson) 
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Standards: 
Social Studies: SS5.5.3 (Explicit) 
 
ELA: 4.RI.1, 4.RI.4, 4.SL.2, 4.SL.4 (Practiced/Encountered) 
 

CVE: CV5.2.2, CV5.2.3 (Practiced/Encountered) 
 
Vocabulary:   

• Acre - a unit of land area (about the size of a football 
field); a unit of measure to describe areas of land 66’ x 
660’ or 1/640 mi2 

• Agriculture - cultivating of the soil, producing of crops, 
and raising of livestock 

• Census - the official process of counting the number of 
people in a country, city, or town, and collecting 
information about them 

• Commercial - buying and selling of goods and services 
• Commodities - something of use, advantage, or value 
• Export - to send a product to be sold 
• Farmer - a person who cultivates land for crops and may 

also raise livestock 
• Harvest - (1) gather a crop; (2) process an animal for 

consumption 
• Inhabitant - a person or animal that lives in a particular 

place 
• Modernization - to make something modern and more 

suited to present styles or needs 
• Process (animals) - to turn a live animal into products 

that can be easily used by humans 
• Processing plant - a facility where live animals are turned 

into food products that can be easily used by the 
consumer 

• Rancher - a person who raises livestock and may also 
cultivate the land for crops 

• Rangeland - land used for livestock and/or wildlife 
grazing 

• Rural - living outside of a city 
• Stewardship - As Wyoming citizens, we are stewards 

entrusted with the responsible development, care, and 
use of our resources to benefit current and future 
generations. 

• Surpassed - to be better or greater than someone or 
something 
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• Sutler - a person who followed an army or maintained a 
store on an army post to sell to soldiers 

• Urban - living in a city 
 

Instructional Procedure/Steps:  

1. Display the definition of stewardship and review/discuss 
what it means as a class. 
 

2. Have students read “The Roots of Agriculture” text by 
choosing a strategy that works best for your students. 
Review the “Terms to Know” before reading if necessary.  

 

3. Have students mark their texts for the following 
facts: 

• UNDERLINE a fact that you thought was 
interesting 

•  a fact that you would like to know 
more about 

• Label with a ‘?’ a fact that you have a 
question about 

• Label with a ‘+’ a fact about something that 
was positive in our history 

• Label with a ‘-’ a fact about something that 
was a challenge in our history 

 
4. After students finish marking their texts, have them 

discuss in small groups the facts they marked and why.  
 

5.  Give each student two sticky notes. One is to record 
a fact about something positive in our history; the other is 
to record a fact about a challenge in our history. When 
finished, have students place their sticky notes on the T-
chart’s corresponding column. 
 

CIRCLE 

TEACHER NOTE: 
Some scaffolding 
may be required 
to support 
students in this 
task. Some 
suggested 
scaffolding may 
include: multiple 
readings, breaking 
up the tasks into 
smaller chunks, or 
even assigning 
individuals one 
task as they read 
together. 
 

In this task, 
students will be 
engaged in the 
higher order 
thinking skill of 
analysis. 
 

In this task, 
students will be 
engaged in the 
higher order 
thinking skill of 
synthesis. 
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6. At the end of the lesson, have each small group share the 
facts they posted and one or two interesting ideas that 
came out of their discussion and how they tie to 
stewardship. Have students explain their rationale for 
why it is a positive or negative fact. Since opinions about 
whether a fact is positive or negative may vary, students 
should be allowed to defend their thinking. The teacher 
should bring forth information highlighting some positive 
facts, such as: cattle were initially brought to Wyoming, and 
now they make up one of the state’s biggest industries; the 
Homestead Act brought many people to Wyoming who 
farmed and ranched; and many of the descendants of those 
people continue to farm and ranch today. In addition, the 
teacher should also highlight negative facts that impact us 
today such as the fact that cattlemen, sheepmen, settlers, 
and Native Americans were in great conflict over land use.  

 

Assessment: Examine responses on the T-Chart to ensure that 
students have an understanding of the history of agriculture as 
taken from the reading. 
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T-Chart Sample 
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